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Be truthful and move along whilst knowing all secrcls.

The way to please BapDada is to have an honest heart. Those who have an honest hearl yill know all
secrets and move along accordhg to that in their every thought, word, deed, comection and
relationship. To be raazyukt means to be one who lcrows all secrets. They would never be
disheartened and their original stage would never become affected nor ',1'ould they upset anyone even in
their thougbts. ,

By being Ioving to the one Almigbty Authority Fa&er, you will automatically be loved by all souls. A
soul who knows all secrets, will easily be able to please all souls. He would kaow the secrets in the
mind ofthe other soul from their face and their voice and easily be able to please that soul.

Those who l:now every secret of the drama and move along according to the dram4 always remain
happy. They never become upset even if someone tries to upset them because they know that this is a
variety tree. Each one has his or ber own accurate part. Those who know this secret never become
upset. To be upset means not to know this secret.

The Father is always proud of the children who are constantly aware of all secrets. Those who keep the
balance ofbeing a knower of all secrets (raazyukt), accurately linked in yoga (yogltkt) and full of ail
virtues (gmyukt) constantly stay under the canopy of the Father's blessings. They are constantly
showered with blessings. They bave been moving along under this canopy, are being sustained by it,
and will continue to move along in this way till the end.

Every day of the confluence age is very valuable and great. It is the time for earning an income.
Knowing this secret, continue to use the time for eaming in a worthwhile way. Be raazluk and
yogyukt and experience the flying stage. Stay in remembrance a great deal and move forward in
service and in this study. when the study and the one who is teaching you are constantly with you, you
wili continue to move forward.

Those who are constantly happy and content catr never have any questions zuch as, ..Why is this one
doing this or saying this? This should not be like this, but like this." To have such questions arising in
your consciousness means to be one who is full of questions. Those who are firll of such questlons can
never be happy or content. They constandy have a queue of 'Why?" in their consciousness- By
knowing this secret, you can control the birth of the creation of waste. Be raazyukt and remain happy.
and you will constantly remain content.

To know the secrets ofone another's sanskars and to understand the advene situations is the stage of
being raazyukt. Let your every thought and every action be yulliyufdi, raazyukt and hlled with
sipificance and you will be able to renrain yoglnrkt- If you don't have these thrcs things in your
thoughts, words and deeds, something or another is defrnitely beilg wasted- you would not be
practical yogis, but yogis who are still practising- Therefore, no% you need to pay attention to this
aspect. Then no problems, obstacles or crcunrstazces will attack you-

Never bave the thought that you will do something at some time or that it will happen at some point.
No, never say, "At some time", but do it 'borf'. when such transformation takes place, there will be
zuccess in sewice- Those who leave everything to some time in the future are the subjects of the later
period. Now, create subjects of the earlier period- ln order to create subjects for the earlier period, let
go of your delicate nature. stop moving along with such mischief and leam how to move along by
knowing all secrets. To the extent that you are raazyukt, you will accordingly be able to renounce your
delicate nature.
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To be able to explain the secrets in your mind without coming into sound is the service of the frnal
period. The sound will becorne merged in the service at the end, and onJy the secrets will have to be
explained. For this, Iet there always be just the form of spirituality- Practise renouncing the awareness
ofthe body. Let both the sould and the secrets be simultaneous ard equal.

Now is the time to fill the record. At the time of recording, special attention is paid to tbe atmosphere,
attitude and words. ln the same way, with your power of introversion, let the atmosphere be elevated
and your words filled with significance, that is, let them be yuktiyukt.

Now put the essence of knowledge into your life and become someone who understands all secrets and
is filled with the essence of everlthing. Continue to merge the expansion into its essence. Just as a
single drop of ess€nce does a lot, in the same way, put tlte exparsion of waste into its essence and
become essence-firll.

When any new or amazing scene comes in front of you, that scene should make you a detached
observer and not shake you. It shouldn't make you afi'aid. Let there be no thought or words that this is
something new, but instead, be one who rmderstands all secrets, remain accurately in yoga and, as a
lighthouse, make the atmosphere doubleJight. Don't become confused.

Move forward wbilst lcrowing all the secrets of knowledge revealed to you by the Father according to
your efforts. TherL by playing with them, you will be constantly raazyukt" yoglukt and sneh-1tkt (full
of love). Those who know all the secrets of knowledge remain happy and also practise makjng others
happy. OnIy those who know all secrcts are loved by the Father and are close to Him.

Honest children with an honest heart, because of the greatness of honesty, are able to become a point
within a second and remember the Father, the Poinl. Those with an honest heart please the Lord, and
because of receiving special blessings from the Father, they are able to keep their head lr-rktilukt and
carry out any task accurately according to the time- This is because they have pleased the Father, the
lntellect of the Wise. Those who have pleased God are automatically raazy\tkl and yuktiyrkt.

Those whose intellect is clearly aware of all the secrets ofknowledge in this Brahmin life are said to be
raazrrkt and those who constantly remember the Father, the Creator, are yogyukt. The actions of such
gyani and yogi souls are automatically yuktiyukt, that is, they are accu.rate and elevated. No seed of
action is without fruit.

Many secrets are hlled in the souls who understand all secrets receiving the throne to be instruments.
They automatically receive blessings from everyone. By maintaining courage and being an instrument
in any task, you automatically receive help- This too is a deep secret in the drama. Such raazy:kt souls
don't ask for help, but by taking a step of courage, they move forward and become worthy of receiving
help.
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